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NYSESLAT Score Report
Analysis
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Newsstand
This year, we are welcoming 37 new
ELLs into our building, bringing our
ELL population to a total of 156
students.

The NYS Office of Bilingual Education and Foreign
Language Studies lists a collection of principles to ensure all
students, including ELLs, attain the highest level of
language proficiency and language success. This document
is entitled “The Blueprint for English Language Learners
(ELLs) success.” The first principle states that all teachers
are teachers of ELLs and need to plan accordingly.
In this month’s newsletter, we present a summary of the
results from the spring 2019 New York State English as a
Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT).

Our mission this year is to maintain
close collaboration with classroom
teachers to offer support with ELL
scaffolds and strategies that would
help our ELLs develop their
language and meet grade level
expectations.
Imagine Learning Update
Targeted weekly minutes: 60
Username and password: OSIS #
Student log-in cards have been
distributed to classroom teachers.
Consider cutting, laminating, and
placing them on binder rings for easy
student access.

Proficiency Levels of English Language Learners

1. Entering

2. Emerging

3.Transitioning

4. Expanding

5.Commanding
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Welcome Back from the ENL Team!
Ms. Felix, Ms. Flores, Ms. Polonsky, Ms. Singh & Ms. Chang
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Overview of the NYSESLAT
The NYESLAT is an annual assessment which measures the English language proficiency of all ELLs
below the commanding proficiency level in grades K-12. This test is usually administered in the spring
during April and May. It includes oral response questions, multiple choice, short constructed responses,
and extended constructed responses in speaking, listening, reading, and writing. The speaking portion is
administered individually whereas all other sections are given in a group setting. Students must take all
parts of the exam in order to obtain a valid score.

Score Report Breakdown
Overview of Student Movement on 2019 NYSESLAT
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Chart 1
Chart 1 illustrates student movement across proficiency levels throughout our school. As shown:
Ø 116 students took the spring 2019 NYSESLAT.
Ø 60 students moved up one or more proficiency levels.
Ø 47 students remained at their previous proficiency level.
Ø 9 students moved down by one proficiency level.
This year, 28 of our students scored at the Commanding proficiency level. As a result, they are no longer
considered ELLs. However, they will continue to receive 2 years of Former ELL services.
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Chart 2
Chart 2 deconstructs student movement across proficiencies by grade level. It demonstrates that:
Ø Kindergartners made a lot of growth with 14 of 27 students moving up at least one proficiency
level. However, 10 students remained at their previous proficiency level, and 3 moved down
one level.
Ø In first grade, 4 of 27 students moved up at least one proficiency level, 18 students remained at
their previous proficiency level, and 5 of them moved down one level.
Ø In second grade, 23 of 33 students moved up at least one proficiency level and 10 of them stayed
at their previous proficiency level.
Ø In third grade, 11 of 14 students moved up at least one proficiency level and 3 students
remained at their proficiency level.
Ø In fourth grade, 5 of 7 students moved up at least one proficiency level and 2 students remained
at their proficiency level.
Ø In fifth grade, 1 of 3 students moved up at least one proficiency level, 1 student remained at her
previous proficiency level, and 1 student moved down.
Ø In sixth grade, 1 of 3 students moved up at least one proficiency level and 2 students remained
at their previous proficiency level.
Ø In seventh grade, 1 student took the NYSESLAT and he moved up a proficiency level.
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